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The Assignment of Nonmanufacturing Costs
to Territories and Other Segments
and profit margin data for individual sales territories assist manageCOST
ment in deciding where products can be sold to best advantage and
in evaluating the effectiveness of local territorial management. Sales
volume figures by themselves are not sufficient for these purposes because
volume is not necessarily achieved at a profit. This report describes procedures used for assigning nonmanufacturing costs to territories and certain
other segments of the business by application of methods described in an
earlier report entitled "The Assignment of Nonmanufacturing Costs for
Managerial Decisions," published in the N.A.C.A. Bulletin for May 1951.
Application of these same methods to products was covered in "The Assignment of Nonmanufacturing Costs to Products," published in August
1951. The present report thus completes a related series of three reports
dealing with assignment of nonmanufacturing costs to the three principal
units with which management works in directing marketing activities.
Since the previously existing literature dealing with nonmanufacturing
costs seldom distinguishes among the various purposes for which costs are
intended, it was decided that the present study would explore the uses of
costs for business planning and policy making. In choosing the seventy companies whose practices were to supply the factual material, an attempt was
made to select companies which had made substantial progress in the application of cost data to guide managerial decisions in their marketing
operations. The interviews show that this field of accounting remains comparatively undeveloped. The foregoing statement applies especially to costs
for sales territories, customer classes, and the other segments dealt with
in this report. However, in presenting the report, the Committee on Research hopes that further thinking and development in this area of industrial
cost accounting may be stimulated.
Introduction
market their products over a sufficiently wide geographic
C area find which
that differences in sales volume, sales mix, and costs of marOMPANIES

keting cause some portions of this area to be more profitable than others
Moreover, the marketing operations may be more effectively performed in
some sales territories than in other territories. For these reasons, management finds it useful to know the amounts of sales made, costs incurred, and
margins realized in individual territories.
DE C E MB E R , 1 9 5 1
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In this study 70 companies were interviewed to learn how such information
is developed and how it is used by management.* It was found that 44 of
these companies analyze nonmanufacturing costs by territories and the report
is based primarily upon practices of this group of companies. Among the
remaining 26 companies there were 12 companies which analyze sales by
territories while 14 companies have no data on either sales or costs by sales
territories. Most of the companies in the latter group do not maintain a
territorial sales organization.
OBJECTIVES OF TERRITORIAL COST ANALYSIS

The principal objectives which lead companies to analyze nonmanufacturing costs by sales territories are:
1. To determine profitability of each geographical unit in the company's
marketing area. In this case, manufacturing costs and sales (or gross
margin) must also be analyzed by territories.
2. To estimate the effect which a proposed change in territorial operations can be expected to have on profits.
3. To measure the effectiveness with which management in charge of
an individual territory is doing its work.
The first two objectives listed above parallel the objectives of product cost
analysis as stated in the preceding report.""
Determining Profitability of Territories
Representatives of the companies interviewed often pointed out that sales
volume figures alone are not adequate for measuring territorial performance
because they do not tell whether or not a territory has produced a profit. In
addition to an adequate sales volume, expenses must be kept within proper
limits for the volume and characteristics of a territory.
Territorial margins are determined by 33 companies while the remaining
11 of the 44 companies analyze nonmanufacturing costs by territories, but
do not match territorial costs with sales income to obtain margin figures.
Experience of the latter group of 11 companies shows that analysis of nonmanufacturing costs by territories is useful even though territorial profit
margins are not ascertained.
In some cases territorial margins are net profit figures after assignment
of all costs while in other cases only a partial assignment of costs is made.
* A list of companies interviewed is contained in the first of the three reports published
in this stu dy. See The Assignment of Non manufacturing Costs for Managerial Decisions,"
Research Series No. 19, N.A.C.A. Bulletin, May 1951.
** See "T he Assignment of Nonmanufacturing Costs to Products," Research Series,
No. 20, N.A.C.A. Bulletin, August 1951.
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The nature of the territorial margins determined by these 33 companies is
described in the tabulation below.
TERRITORIALMARGINS
Gross profit
Net profit
Other margins —
Sales less direct territorial costs
Sales less selling commissions and royalties
Sales less salesmen's salaries and expenses
Sales less advertising expense
Nature of margin not ascertained in interview

NO. OF COMPANIES
1
20
6
1
1
1
3

12
33

Territorial margins are usually reported monthly, although a few companies determine such margins quarterly, annually, or when called for by
management.
Company representatives interviewed described a variety of managerial
uses for territorial margin figures. The following cases illustrate some of
these applications.
Company No. 1: By studying territorial realization statements, territories
making comparatively poor showings are spotted and plans evolved for improvement. This company emphasizes competition between territories. It also
uses what it calls a "positive approach," i.e., where a territory shows a low
margin, the expense budget is not questioned, but the territorial manager is
told how much additional volume he needs to justify his expenses.
Company No. 2: Territorial expenses may be either too high or too low.
When expenses are too high, the rate of profit on sales is low; when expenses
are too low, the profit rate is usually satisfactory but sales volume is inadequate. By watching territorial statements, sales management can see how
well each territorial manager is balancing his volume and expense.
Company No. 3: By comparing statements from different territories, this
company discovered a few territories which consistently made outstanding
showings. Investigation showed that methods of sales promotion developed
in these territories could be advantageously used elsewhere.
Company No. 4: Territorial margin statements are used by this company
to indicate the areas which are most favorable for expansion of marketing
activities. The company must invest large sums in distribution equipment
and it also locates manufacturing facilities as near to its customers as possible. For these reasons, it is very important to direct capital investment
into those areas which will produce the best return. Apportionment of exDE C E MB E R , 1 9 5 1
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penditures for advertising, sales promotion, and field sales coverage are
based upon size, sales potential, and profitability of territories.
Company No. 5: The manager of each sales branch is paid a bonus based
upon the margin over direct expenses of his branch. Statements showing
sales less direct expenses controlled by the territorial manager tell the manager where he stands and provide figures needed to compute the bonus.
Company No. 6: That the type of territorial cost and income data which
management finds helpful may vary under differing circumstances is brought
out in the following statement made by the controller of this large company:
"This company has a policy of full national coverage to back up
national advertising of those products which consumers buy in retail
stores. Hence unprofitable territories can't be closed and profit analysis
by territories has been discontinued because it was not used. But the
analysis of territorial costs is very helpful in planning selling methods
and in controlling costs.
"With bulk products, customers buy on quality and price and do not
respond to advertising. Here selective distribution and variable pricing
is practiced. There are many alternatives and territorial profit analyses
are very helpful in making decisions."
In this case, widespread availability of the advertised products is thought
to have a beneficial effect on over-all company profits, although these benefits
cannot be measured and assigned to individual territories. The view that
benefits of full sales coverage outweigh losses shown by some territories has
led management to make decisions on the basis of sales volume and costs,
disregarding territorial profit margins because the latter do not reflect all
the advantages flowing to the company from the unprofitable territories.
Estimating the Effect of Proposed Changes
From time to time proposals for changes in territorial organization or
operating methods are made. Often these are suggested by study of the
periodic territorial margin statements. These statements then serve as the
starting point in a special study made to estimate the effect which the proposed change will have on territorial costs and profits. Samples of actions
based upon such studies by companies interviewed are listed below:
1. Increase or decrease in intensity o% sales coverage. Several companies stated that regular operating statements studied in connection
with territorial potentials often indicate where such changes may be
advantageous. A territorial budget is then set up to reflect the expected change in sales volume and expense due to increasing or
reducing the number of salesmen.
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2. Changes in intensity and type of advertising. Experimental changes
are made in some territories, using comparable territories as controls
against which to measure results.
3. Use of selective selling and variable pricing. Several companies had
analysis forms which were designed to facilitate showing the effects
of changes in prices and in volume of sales.
4. Reorganization of territorial boundaries. One company cited as an
example a territory which showed a good profit but a volume which
was low in comparison with its potential. Further study indicated
that the territory was too large to be covered adequately. After
division, two territories were developed each of which produced as
much volume and profit as the single one had shown before. In
contrast another company found its territories were too small rather
than too large. It had cut the number of territories in half without
any loss of volume and with a substantial saving in territorial overhead costs.
S. To test alternative methods for covering a terrritory. One company
regularly compares costs of covering territories by its own sales force
with the costs of selling through brokers in order to determine which
method is the more economical. Another company stated that it had
closed a number of unprofitable branches and substituted sales agents
after such studies indicated this would be desirable.
In making decisions with respect to closing territories which show little
or no net profit, there may be reason to consider the effect which a reduction
in overall sales volume will have on manufacturing costs. When sales income
from a territory exceeds the amount of expense saveable by closing the territory, this territory contributes to overall company profits by absorbing fixed
manufacturing costs.
Decisions of the types described above call for special analyses in addition
to the periodic historical statements which are prepared by most of the
companies interviewed. The product of these special analyses is usually a
statement similar to the historical statement, but giving effect to the proposed
changes. A number of such statements may be prepared in connection with
a single decision, for there may be a variety of alternatives to be tested or
management may wish to see what will happen under different assumptions
as to the response in sales volume and other uncontrolled factors.
Measuring Effectiveness of Territorial Operations
Sales supervision is commonly decentralized with an individual supervisor
in charge of activities in each area. Analysis of sales and expenses by territorial responsibilities is therefore used for measuring performance under
these responsibilities by a number of the companies interviewed. In a majoriDE C E M B E R, 1 9 5 1
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EXHIBIT 1
Statement of Branch Sales and Expenses
Ma n a ger .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Net sales billed
Product A
Product B
etc.

For p e r i od e n d e d. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Current Month
Units Amount

Totals
Percentage of quota

xx
xx
xx

Year to Date
Units Amount

$xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

xx $xx
xx% xx%

Total
Salesmen's compensation
Salary
Commission
Total
Clerical salaries
Rent, heat, and light
Telephone and telegraph
Postage and office supplies
Traveling
Transportation of products
sold
Insurance and taxes on of.
fice equipment
Maintenance of equipment
Depreciation on office equipment
Social security tax
Miscellaneous
Total
Total selling expense
Budget
532

$xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

xx $xx
xx% xx%

Amount % sales

Selling expenses
Manager's compensation
Salary
Commission
Bonus

Sam* Period Last Year
Units Amount

$xx
xx
xx

xx%
xx
xx

$xx

xx%

$xx
xx

xx%
xx

$xx

xx%

$xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

xx%
xx
xx
xx
xx

xx

xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

$xx

xx%

$xx
xx
C

xx%

Amount % sales

$xx
xx
xx

xx $xx
xx% xx%
Amount °/, sales

xx%
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

ty of these companies, each supervisor receives a statement covering operations in his own territory. Exhibit 1 shows the features of such a statement
prepared by one of the companies interviewed. These statements are provided to assist him in controlling expenses for which he is responsible. Where
several layers in the territorial organization exist (as, for example, in a
company which divides the United States into regions, divisions, and districts), successive summaries are made as the area of responsibility broadens.
TERRITORIAL OPERATING STATEMENTS

The form and content of a company's territorial operating statements reflect
the principal purposes for which the statements are used. In most cases
statements showing territorial sales, costs, and margins are viewed as tools
which local managers need to operate their territories. However, the amount
of information considered necessary for this purpose varies rather widely
among the companies included in this study.
The desire to focus the territorial manager's attention on items which
he can control leads to separation of costs controllable by territorial managers from costs controllable by management at higher levels. Exhibits 2, 3,
and 4 show this feature in territorial statements prepared by three different
companies. It will be noted that certain expenses (e.g. advertising) are excluded from costs controllable at the territorial level in some statements
while in other statements the same items are listed as controllable. The difference is due to the fact that these expenses are controlled by the territorial
manager in some companies while in other companies the same expenses
are controlled by the home office. For example, authority to make expenditures for advertising is centralized when national media are used but often
decentralized when local media are employed.
In some instances, the territorial manager receives only that portion of
the statement which shows items over which lie exercises direct control. The
reasoning which underlies this practice was stated as follows by a member
of the Committee on Research:
"My personal preference is to stop with the "Territorial Manager's
Margin." Why bother him with items he can't control? In fact, why
even show the figures if you do not want an argument on how expenses
are distributed ?"
At the same time a complete statement including costs controlled by the
home office is usually prepared for home office management. Exhibit 3 illus.
trates a territorial statement of this type.
The company using the statement shown in Exhibit 1 shows all direct costs
of the individual sales branch without distinguishing between costs controlled
and costs not controlled by branch managers. However, branch managers
DE C E MB E R , 1 9 5 1
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EXHIBIT 2
Territorial Operating Statement

T er r i t o r y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Period.....................

Operating data ( Quantities sold, number of sales calls, etc.)
Sales
Cost of Goods Sold

$xx
xx

Gross Profit

$xx

Expenses Controllable by Territorial Manager:
Salesmen's salaries and expenses, local advertising, branch warehousing, other territorial expenses
Territorial Manager's Margin

xx
$xx

Territorial Expenses Not Controlled by Territorial Manager:
Rent, depreciation, and insurance on local buildings and equipment, taxes and licenses, supervision, national advertising

xx

Territorial Profit
Allocated Home Office Expenses
General administration, research, etc.

$xx

Net Profit from Territory

$xx

534
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know which expenses they have authority to control. Inclusion of direct
costs not controlled by the branch manager (e.g., the manager's salary) in
this latter statement is explained by the fact that the statement is used to calculate the branch manager's bonus as well as to assist him in controlling his
expenses. In this company, costs which are indirect as to sales branches are
not allocated to the branches and no branch margins are computed.
In contrast to the practices described above, another company provides
each branch manager with a complete profit and loss statement for his own
branch. While it recognizes the fact that the branch manager is primarily
concerned with the branch expenses and margin over controllable direct
costs, this company wants him to be aware of the fact that home office expenses must be covered before a profit is made.
In addition to the classification of territorial expenses according to responsibility for control, direct expenses of each sales territory are often separated
from allocated indirect expenses. Exhibit 4 shows a statement in which
these two bases of expense classification are used. Several companies stated
that separation of direct and indirect costs of a territory facilitates study of
differences between territories because local conditions and varying methods
of operation affect the direct costs rather than the allocated indirect costs.
The direct costs are also used to approximate the costs which can be saved
by closing a branch or territory. For example, one company stated that it
requires each branch to cover its own direct expenses or to have sufficient
future profit potential to justify being continued at a current out -of- pocket
loss. Where this cannot be realized, the branch is closed and arrangements
are made to have its products distributed through sales agents. That such
approximations must be used with caution was pointed out by a member of
the Committee on Research who stated that in his experience there had been
numerous instances where the cost that could be saved by closing a branch
or territory was more than the direct costs.
Major changes in policies or methods may call for revision of methods
followed in preparing regular territorial reports. For example, one company which had formerly set territorial budget objectives in terms of sales
volume now sets them in terms of the margin remaining after direct territorial expenses. At the time the change in policy took place, a new type of
monthly territorial statement was designed since direct expenses had previously not been separated from other expenses nor had any profit data been
furnished to territorial managers.
Comparison Figures in Terriforial Statements
Territorial operating statements usually show either or both actual figures
for the previous period and budgeted figures for the current period in addition to current actual data. A few companies also use other bases for comDE C E M B E R , 1 9 5 1
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EXHIBIT 3
Statement of Territorial Profits by Products

Per i od . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .

T er r i t o r y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Sales
Quota
Advertising
Budget
Sales Promotion
Budget
Warehousing
Budget
Territorial selling
Budget
Brokerage and Commissions
Budget

$xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

Territorial profit
Budget

$xx $xx
$xx $xx

of Sales
1950
1951
%

TofaIs
1951 1950

Producf A Produef B, etc.
1951
1950 1951 1950

$xx 100°70 100%
xx xx
xx
xx
xx xx
xx
xx xx
xx
xx xx
xx
xx xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx xx
xx
xx xx
xx
xx xx

xx xx
xx xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx%
xx%

xx%
xx%

(Statements received by territorial managers end with territorial profit.
Statements prepared for top management have the following items added.)
Cost of goods sold
Budget
Container cost
Budget
General Company overhead
Budget

$xx $xx
xx xx
xx xx
xx xx

Territorial profit
Budget

$xx $xx
$xx $xx

536

xx xx
xx xx

xx%
xx
xx
xx

xx%
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx

xx
xx

xx°7o xx%
xx% xx%

N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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1

parison such as figures for other territories, cost figures for an alternate
method of selling (e.g. through brokers rather than own salesforce), and
standard costs for the functions performed. As an example of the latter,
one company has a standard rate of commission on each product which it
has established for use in pricing and profit planning. Individual territorial
managers in this company have established different plans for paying salesmen, but comparison with the standard rate set as a percentage of sales
shows whether or not the company's goal is being met in each territory.
Sales territories are sometimes maintained primarily because they help
absorb fixed overhead, support a program of national advertising, or establish the company's products in an area which is expected to show future
growth. Sales in some territories may also consist largely of by- products
or low margin items the sale of which is essential to overall profitability of
the company. While these territories sometimes do not show profits comparable to other territories, they may nevertheless be important elements
in the company's success. Where these conditions exist, the profit margin
for the individual territory fails to tell the whole story and it is preferable
to measure performance of the territory against a budget for that territory
rather than against other territories.
A number of companies compare ratios of expense to sales for individual
territories with the same ratio for the company as a whole. It was stated in
one case that this ratio is a "rough, but simple and useful indicator of
territorial operations." Further study is needed to distinguish between conditions inherent in a territory and the effectiveness with which the territory
has been managed in order to interpret such a ratio.
METHODS OF ASSIGNING NONMANUFACTURING COST TO TERRITORIES

In developing territorial costs, most companies accumulate expense charges
by territories where incurred insofar as possible. Incorporation of loca.
tion codes into the expense codes facilitates this direct accumulation of costs
by territorial units. Indirect costs are then allocated to territories by using
an appropriate basis for each function.
On the other hand, there are companies which collect nonmanufacturing
costs in a few broad classes and then allocate these costs to territories with
the use of some general basis such as dollar value of sales or cost of goods
sold. Where methods of this type are in use, it was sometimes stated that
more refinement of cost assignments would be advantageous. In other cases
rough methods were thought to be adequate for the purpose. As an example
of the latter, it was stated that "the sole purpose of allocating indirect costs
to territories is to show branch managers that there are costs in addition to
those incurred directly in the branches. While projected sales dollars is the
basis used, any other basis would do as well." If the territorial costs were
D E C E M B E R , 1951
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EXHIBIT 4
Store Operating Statement
Period.......................

Stor eNumber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This Year

Operating data
Unit sales
Employee hours
Sales per hour

Last Year

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

Amount Percentage

Sales income
(Listed by product lines)
Cost of goods sold
(Listed by product lines)
Gross profit
(Listed by product lines)
Store

manager's controllable
penses
Store payroll
Supplies
Gas, water, electricity
Telephone
Maintenance
Cash over or short
Other store expense
Total controllable expense

Store manager's profit

$xx

100%

xx

xx

$xx

xx°fo
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$XX

XX

$xx

100%
xx
xx%0

ex$xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

$xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
$xx

xx%

$xx

xx%

$xx

xx°fo

$xx

xx°fo

Direct expenses not controllable by
store managers
Store displays
$xx
Advertising
xx
Depreciation
xx
Insurance
xx
Taxes and licenses
xx
Rent
xx
Supervision
xx
Bonuses
xx
Miscellaneous
XX
Total noncontrollable expense

Amount Percentage

$xx

$xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
1
xx70

$xx

xx%
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Amount Percentage

Location profit

$xx

Allocated expenses
Warehouse
Development
General administration

$xx
xx
xx

Total allocated expense
Net store profit

xx fo

Amount

Percentage

$xx

xx%

$xx
xx
xx

$xx

XX %O

$XX

X x%

$xx

xx Jo

$xx

xx°fo

to be used for a wider range of decisions, better methods of assignment would
probably be needed.
Some companies first assign nonmanufacturing costs to products and then
determine territorial costs by use of the previously ascertained product costs.
The territorial costs so obtained can be expected to differ from those which
would result when the primary assignment of non - manufacturing costs is
made to territories. Such differences arise because some costs which are
direct as to territories are indirect as to products and vice versa. In several
instances company representatives interviewed stated that they had found
it necessary to make separate assignments of nonmanufacturing costs to territories and to products because management needed to know the direct costs
of each territory.

Advertising Costs
In contrast with the assignment of nonmanufacturing costs to products
where advertising is commonly a direct charge, costs of national advertising
are indirect as to territories. However, some companies use local media
which can be charged directly to territories. Among examples of the latter
are local newspapers, billboards, store display cards, local shows and exhibits.
Two different approaches to the allocation of indirect advertising costs
to territories may be distinguished among the companies interviewed. Under
the first of these, costs incurred for the various media are allocated separately
with the use of different bases. The other approach is to combine all ad.
vertising costs and to allocate their sum on a single basis.
Where costs of the various media are allocated on different bases, the
following are representative of bases generally used by the companies interviewed:
DE C E MB E R , 1 9 5 1
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MEDIA
Magazine
Radio and television
Entertainment of visitors at plants
Premiums
Exhibits at industrial exhibitions

BASIS OF COST ALLOCATION
Circulation
Number of set owners
Number of visitors from
each sales territory
Territorial sales quota
"
"
"

In addition to media costs, there are expenses of the headquarters advertising office and, in some cases, expenses of centralized advertising research.
The companies interviewed usually allocate these costs on the basis of direct
territorial expenses or territorial sales quotas. One company allocates market
research by use of an arbitrarily set amount for each unit of product sold.
Those companies interviewed which employ a single basis for allocating
advertising costs to territories all use sales volume for the purpose. In most
cases projected volume rather than actual volume is used because expenditures
made are based upon territorial volume expectations. Some companies use
projected volume for preparing monthly reports and then adjust the costs
to reflect actual volume at the end of the year when the latter is known.
Sales volume is measured in dollars where the products are different and in
physical quantity units such as tons or barrels where the product is homogeneous.

Field Selling Costs
Field selling costs can usually be charged directly to territories because
each territory is a separate unit in the sales organization. For example, one
company stated that "Except for the cost of the general sales manager's office,
all selling expenses are kept by districts. Salesmen's salaries and traveling
expenses are further subdivided in the books by individual salesmen."
In addition to salesmen who work within a single territory, some companies have centralized sales engineering or sales promotion departments
which render service to the various territories. In most cases territories
are charged with a predetermined perdiem rate for the time sales specialists
spend in each territory. An exception was found in one case where the costs
of such a centralized department are allocated to territories on the basis of
territorial sales quotas.
When assignment of costs to territories is carried to the point of ascertaining net profit, home office sales administrative costs are allocated to territories. The basis of allocation used by most of the companies interviewed
is dollar volume of sales, but a few companies use number of men in the
territories supervised.
540
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Order Filling Costs
Where separate warehouses and facilities for shipping and clerical processing of orders are maintained in each territory, costs of these order filling
operations are direct charges to territories. On the other hand, centralization of such facilities requires allocation of the costs if net profit by territories is desired. The same procedures followed in allocating these costs to
products are generally applied in getting territorial costs. Appropriate units
for measuring each service are chosen and territories are then charged for
the quantity of service used in its operations. Such service charges are most
often developed for products and territories and are then charged according
to the quantity or value of each product sold.

General Administrative Costs
General administration commonly includes a somewhat varied group of
centralized functions. One of the large companies interviewed divides its
headquarters administrative activities into the following two classes for purposes of cost assignment:
1. Centralized services (e.g. printing, addressograph, accounts receivable), which are distributed to territories by means of service
charges. Unit rates are developed for each type of service (e.g., a
charge per bill entered is used for accounts receivable) and territories are charged at such rates according to the amount of each service they receive.
2. General control (e.g., the president's office). Since these activities
concern the company as a whole rather than individual segments
such as territories, it is impossible to use measured service units
for allocating costs. Budgeted dollar sales has therefore been chosen
because, in the words of the company's accountant, no better basis
could be found.
Other companies allocate all general administrative costs to territories
on a single basis. Most commonly this basis is dollar sales, although some
companies interviewed use manufacturing cost of goods sold and others use
territorial direct expenses. It was usually stated that such bases had been
chosen arbitrarily, but that this does not materially affect the reliability of
territorial costs because general administrative costs comprise a relatively
insignificant proportion of total cost.
OTHER ANALYSES OF NONAMAHUFACTURlNG COSTS

In addition to the analysis of nonmanufacturing costs by products and by
territories analyses may be made to ascertain costs and profitability of customer classes, methods of delivery, orders of different size, and any other
D E C E M B E R , 1951
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units of significance in the company's marketing program. Such analyses
often shed light on observed differences in product or territorial profitability.
The field study showed that only a few of the companies interviewed had
made any of these additional analyses of nonmanufacturing costs. Moreover,
where made, analysis of costs by segments other than products and territories
were usually the subject of occasional special studies rather than regularly
recurring operations. There were, however, certain exceptions to the above
statements and these are described below.
1. Territorial margin statements are sometimes broken down to show
the margin on each product line. Exhibit 3 shows such a statement
which is prepared monthly by one of the companies interviewed.
2. Several companies interviewed market their products through
different types of outlets. For example, one company sells to wholesale buyers through salesmen who call on the customers and to
consumers through both a chain of retail stores and truck routes.
This company determines monthly net profit or loss on sales through
each type of outlet (i.e., wholesaler, retail store and truck route)
and in addition prepares monthly income statements for each retail
store. Exhibit 4 illustrates the store operating statement used by
this company. The field study included several other companies
which operate retail store chains and all of these companies prepare
similar operating statements for individual stores. Store operating
statements usually separate allocated home office costs from costs
incurred directly by the store. The latter group of costs is subdivided
to separate direct costs controlled by the local store manager from
direct store costs controlled at a higher level in the organization.
This arrangement is shown in Exhibit 4.
3. A few companies make periodic analyses of costs and profit margins
by class of trade and method of delivery. For example, a company
which has a large marketing organization prepares monthly statements showing sales, marketing costs, and margin after marketing
costs for each region and district. The statements are supported by
analysis sheets which give the same data by classes of trade (e.g.,
retail, wholesale, consumer) and by method of delivery.
4. Product line and customer classifications sometimes coincide because
a given class of customers buy only a single line of products. Here
assignment of costs to products also yields costs by customer class.
In each of the above instances, the segments mentioned are important
elements in the company's marketing operations and management finds it
desirable to have periodic reports covering sales, costs, and profit margins for
each segment. Usually these cover both budgeted and actual sales and costs.
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Analysis of Costs by Customers
Studies of customer profitability have been used by some companies interviewed for such purposes as (1) determining how sales effort should be apportioned among different customers or classes of customers, (2) deciding
whether or not an individual account should continue to be solicited, (3)
establishing price differentials based upon differences in marketing costs incurred to serve various classes of customers, and (4) helping to explain
profit or loss shown on specific products or territories. Most often these
studies are made at irregular intervals and deal with a limited number of
costs. The costs assigned to customers are those which will differ if one
alternative is chosen rather than another. To illustrate, a company stated
that it limited its study to the analysis of warehousing and delivery costs
because these were the only costs that would differ between customers. In
this case some customers accepted bulk shipments directly from the factory
while other customers wanted frequent deliveries from local warehouse stocks.
Another company made annual comparisons between costs of direct selling
and costs of serving the same groups of customers through jobbers. This
company viewed the jobbers' commission rate as a standard against which to
compare the company's own field selling costs for those customers which
could be served by either method.
A somewhat different situation is presented by a group of companies which
have large marketing organizations serving a wide variety of customers. Here
different profit margins are realized from sales to different classes of customers. Moreover, these margins vary from time to time and by having cur.
rent information available the companies are able to shift sales volume from
less profitable to more profitable classes of customers. One company stated
that the extent to which this could be done was limited by a policy which
set long run stability of profits rather than maximum short run profit as a
goal. For this reason certain important classes of customers are supplied
even when it would be temporarily more profitable to sell to other customers.
At the same time there remain customers which can be temporarily or permanently abandoned when it seems profitable to do so. Among these are
jobbers who customarily buy solely on a price basis and customers who shift
to substitute products when the latter are cheaper.
Analysis of Costs by Order Size
Sales to a customer or class of customers may be profitable or unprofitable
according to the average size of the orders received. Likewise, order size may
be an important factor underlying the profitableness or unprofitableness of
certain products or territories.
The costs of soliciting and filling small orders usually absorb a disproportionately large percentage of the sales income from such orders. For this
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reason some companies have established a minimum order size and either
refuse orders for smaller quantities or make an extra charge to cover the
added expense. Many companies also have quantity discounts which, in effect,
reduce selling prices as the volume of goods purchased by a customer increases. Such discounts must, however, conform with requirements of the
Robinson - Patman Act.
The problems which arise in determining how nonmanufacturing costs vary
with order size differ according to the purpose for which the information is
wanted. In establishing a minimum order size, it is sufficient to find the
dividing point between orders which are profitable and those which are handled at a loss. On the other hand, development of cost data needed to establish and, if necessary, to defend a quantity discount schedule may require an
extensive analysis covering the entire range of order sizes.
The field study showed that the costs studied in establishing a minimum
order size usually are limited to direct or out -of- pocket costs. It is assumed
that other costs will not be changed in total by decisions resulting from the
study or that practical difficulties involved in assigning the other costs outweigh advantages to be gained from more precise determination of order
costs. As an example of such a study, procedures followed by one company
interviewed are outlined below.
1. As defined in the study, the problem was to determine how large an
order must be to justify shipping costs.
2. Time studies were conducted to measure costs of labor for assembly
of the merchandise and packing for shipment.
3. The company had previously established a standard cost per invoice
for clerical operations required to process an order. This standard
cost was accepted for the study of order costs.
4. Costs of shipping containers, packing supplies, and stencils were
measured.
5. Transportation charges were determined according to the weight of
the order and method of transportation used.
6. When the above listed costs were assembled, the company established
a minimum order weight at the point where shipping costs equal
gross profit on the order. While smaller orders are not refused, the
customer is required to pay transportation charges.
Instead of setting a minimum acceptable order size, some companies have
acted to reduce costs of handling small orders or to eliminate customers,
products, or territories which were unprofitable primarily because orders received were too small. As an illustration of the former, a company had
established regional warehouses from which small orders could he filled without losing the advantage of carlot freight shipments from the factory to the
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sales territory where the customer is located. In another case a company had
increased profits by abandoning a number of small customers, reducing the
frequency with which calls are made on customers who provide a profitable
but limited volume, and increasing the selling time devoted to customers who
order in large quantities. This company found that the small customers were
particularly unprofitable because they had limited capital and hence tended
to buy frequently in small quantities. In contrast, the larger customers
usually ordered enough merchandise for a full season at one time. Other
companies had taken no specific action, but they did view such information
as useful in evaluating the desirability of present or potential customers,
products, and territories.
Where the analysis of nottmanufacturing costs by order size had been
developed as a basis for price differentials, the studies were usually more
comprehensive and were made in more detail than was the case where the
objective was limited to setting a minimum order size. However, the methods
employed follow the same general approach. Functions performed are identified and the extent to which costs of each function vary with order size is
investigated. For this latter purpose, orders or deliveries must be classified
into groups according to size because it is impractical to ascertain the cost
of each individual order. A representative cost for each size group is then
found. Furthermore, costs and orders studied are usually limited to a
sample period chosen to represent the year's transactions. Studies of costs
by order size are made infrequently because the results remain valid until
important changes in policies or methods occur.
Most of the companies interviewed confine their analysis to costs readily
related to specific order groups, but a few companies had assigned all non manufacturing costs using bases such as dollar value of sales for costs which
could not be objectively traced to order groups. However, it seems unnecessary to consider costs which show no variation with order size when the
purpose is to determine differences in handling orders of varying size.
Companies interviewed frequently stated that they had made changes in
quantity discount schedules, price differentials based on order or delivery
size, or terms of sale when information with respect to differences in cost by
order size became available. Compliance with the Robinson - Patman Act
was usually mentioned as an important reason for such changes and cost
differentials had been studied for this purpose.*
CONCLUSION

Three related reports, of which this is the last, have presented conclusions
drawn from a study dealing with the assignment of nonmanufacturing costs
' For a discu ssio n of this a ct a nd the related problems of cost a nalysis, see J. Brooks
Heckert, "Coverage and Cost Provisions of the Robinson- Patman Act," N.A.C.A. Bulletin,
November 1949.
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for managerial decisions. The study began with the thesis that some products,
territories, and customers are more profitable than others and that management is able to make better decisions with respect to such segments of a business when it knows what contribution each segment makes to overall profits.
Development of such information requires assignment of nonmanufacturing
costs to units dealt with in planning a company's operations.
Practice of 70 companies interviewed shows that products and sales territories are the principal classes of segments for which costs are wanted.
Separate reports were therefore written to describe methods applied to each
of these segments. Other analyses (e.g., by customer, trade channel, method
of delivery, or order size) are used less frequently and methods for assigning
costs to them are similar to methods for ascertaining product costs and
territorial costs.
A trend toward costs which are more useful to management was evident in
the experience of the companies interviewed. The course followed in developing information about nonmanufacturing costs has, however, not been the
same in all companies and some companies have reached a more advanced
stage than have others. A substantial number of companies group all nonmanufacturing costs into a few broad classes and allocate them on the basis
of sales volume or factory cost of goods sold. The resulting segment costs
are averages which tend to obscure the very differences which management
needs to know. On the other hand, the study disclosed a comparatively
limited number of companies which had progressed well beyond the majority
in methods for analyzing nonmanufacturing costs. The principal features of
methods followed by these latter companies are:
1. Through coding and classification, costs are charged directly to
products, territories, and other segments wherever this is practicable.
2. Methods used in allocating indirect costs have been carefully studied
to minimize arbitrariness. Functions (which correspond to the cost
centers in which manufacturing costs are accumulated and applied)
are defined in such a way that each includes only like activities.
This makes it easier to find a basis for cost allocation which is
demonstrably related to the costs being allocated.
3. Allocations of order getting costs follow effort expended rather than
actual results obtained. This leads to use of budgeted sales or
budgeted distribution of salesmen's time in place of actual sales or
actual time as bases for allocating related costs.
4. Recognition is given to the fact that differences between costs and
income margins are sufficient to guide decisions involving choice
between alternatives. Allocation of costs which will be the same in
total regardless of which alternative is chosen are unnecessary in
arriving at costs for such purposes. Similarly, where cost control
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is the major objective, as it often is in dealing with territories, costs
assigned to a given responsibility include only those costs controllable within the bounds of the specific responsibility.
In contrast with the generally limited information about nonmanufacturing
costs available in most companies, a few companies had formerly made detailed assignments of these costs to products, territories, and other segments,
but subsequently had abandoned these procedures. Usually such costs had
been obtained periodically by incorporating the necessary allocations into
the repetitive accounting routines. Methods chosen were modeled after factory costing techniques originally devised for the quite different purpose of
costing inventories. The result had been a substantial expenditure for clerical
work to obtain costs which management did not find particularly useful.
Reasons given for this lack of usefulness were that decisions calling for most
of the segment costs were made infrequently and that arbitrary prorations
destroyed the significance of the costs. Some companies also had viewed the
analysis solely as a tool for meeting competitive prices and bidding for
volume in a depressed market.
Recent experience of companies interviewed in this study (including some
of the same companies mentioned above) appears to show that analyses of
nonmanufacturing costs can be distinctly helpful in directing activities into
the most desirable channels and in developing a properly balanced price
structure. That application of such analyses is not limited to large organizations may be seen by the fact that they are applied by a company having
annual gross sales of $2,500,000. In the first place, routine reporting is
avoided unless management has a genuine need for periodic reports. Second,
the basic data covering sales and costs are flexibly classified and recorded
in a form which facilitates analysis by special study when specific problems
arise. Third, comparison of contribution margins is often found adequate in
evaluating the relative desirability or performance of segments and this avoids
allocation of those joint costs which are not a factor in decisions at issue.
Value which the resulting information has to management seems to be the
final test of any program of cost analysis.
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